Abstract. The effective suggestion of venues that are appropriate for a user to visit is a challenging problem, as the appropriateness of a venue can depend on particular contextual aspects, such as the duration of the user's visit, or the composition of the user's travelling group (e.g. alone, with friends, or with family). This paper proposes a supervised approach that predicts appropriateness of venues to particular contextual aspects, by leveraging user-generated data in Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs) such as Foursquare. Our approach learns a binary classifier for each dimension of three considered contextual aspects. A set of discriminative features are extracted from the comments, photos and website of venues. Using a dataset from the TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion track, supplemented by venue annotations generated by crowdsourcing, we conduct a comprehensive experimental study to identify the set of features appropriate for our problem and to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. Our results demonstrate both the accuracy of our classification approach in predicting suitable contextual aspects for a venue, and its effectiveness at making better venue recommendations than the best performing system in TREC 2015.
Introduction
Making effective venue recommendations that a user may wish to visit relies on contextual information about the user, such as the user's location, time of visit, and previous venues visited. Dey et al. [7] defines context as "any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application". In the context-aware venue recommendation (CAVR) task, the involved entity is the user, whose context can be explicitly provided by the user or implicitly detected by sensing devices (e.g. GPS location). Moreover, CAVR is a challenging task, as users may not have visited a city before, rendering collaborative filtering approaches less useful. Therefore, to suggest venues to the users, approaches for effective personalised CAVR can encompass venue features (e.g. the number of people visiting the venue (check-ins) in an LBSN), user features (e.g. the user's rating of similar venues) and contextual features (e.g. the user's location and the time of the day).
In this paper, we argue that by considering new aspects of context, e.g. the duration of trip, the season of the year and the group of people the users are intending to visit the venue with, we can improve the effectiveness of a personalised CAVR system. However, unlike information about a venue's category or the number of check-ins, which are easy to obtain from LBSNs, identifying the appropriateness of venues to various contextual dimensions may not be directly made from the existing metadata of the venue in the LBSNs. We propose a personalised CAVR system that can account for contextual preferences explicitly provided by users, and which operates in two phases: firstly, leveraging user-generated data from a LBSN to predict appropriate contextual dimensions for each venue, using a supervised approach; and secondly adapting a state-of-the-art venue recommendation system to account for each venue's predicted dimensions when ranking venue suggestions. Moreover, as a venue can be appropriate for multiple dimensions of a contextual aspect, e.g. a restaurant is suitable to visit at day time and night time, this problem can be addressed as a multi-label classification problem. Indeed, we develop classifiers for the dimensions of three contextual aspects used in the recent TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestions track: (1) Duration, how long a trip the user is on? (2) Season, when is the most suitable season the user should visit the venue? and (3) Group, who is the venue suitable to visit with (e.g. with family)? In particular, to the best of our knowledge, the prediction of contextual dimensions for the Group aspect for a venue is a new problem that has not been addressed in previous works. Later, we show how to effectively integrate the proposed dimension classifiers as features within a CAVR system based upon learning-to-rank. In tackling this problem, this paper's contributions are as follows: (1) a learned approach that can predict appropriate contextual dimensions for a venue, based on different types of features, namely temporal features extracted from the venue's comments and photos on the LBSN, as well as term-based features extracted from the comments about the venue and the textual contents of the venue's website; (2) a demonstration of the usefulness of taking contextual aspects into account during venue ranking, based upon a TREC 2015 dataset. Indeed, the experimental results demonstrate the accuracy of our classification approach in predicting suitable contextual aspects for a venue and its effectiveness at making better venue recommendations than the best performing systems participating in TREC 2015.
Related work
Various existing works have shown that leveraging user-generated data in LBSNs can significantly enhance the effectiveness of context-aware venue recommendation (CAVR) systems (e.g. [5, 6, 14] ). Yuan et al. [14] developed a collaborative time-aware venue recommendation that suggests venues to users at a specific time of the day. In particular, they mined historical check-ins of users in LBSNs to enable personalised venue recommendations using a time-aware collaborative filtering approach. Deveaud et al. [6] made time-aware venue recommendations by forecasting the popularity of nearby venues in the immediate future. However, all these approaches only considered the user's location and the time of the day as context when making venue recommendations. Recently, Hashem et al. [9] proposed an approach that recommends a sequence of venues to visit to users, which aims to optimise recommendation quality based on constraints (i.e. number of people, travelling time and distances). In contrast, we propose an approach that applies a learning to rank technique to recommend venues to users by considering multiple contextual aspects such as duration of the trip and type of the group the user like to travel with, rather than the number of users who are joining the trip.
Previous works on CAVR [13, 14] used check-in data from LBSNs to evaluate the effectiveness of their recommendation systems, by assuming that users implicitly like the venues they visited. However such data may not be appropriate to evaluate CAVR systems because check-in data do not explicitly express the users' contextual preferences. Indeed, research into CAVR has been boosted by the TREC Contextual Suggestion track [4] . This track aims to investigate search techniques for complex information needs that are highly dependent on the users' contexts and interests. In particular, the task addressed by the track is as follows: given the user's preferences (ratings of venues) and context (user's location), produce a ranked list of venue suggestions for each usercontext pair. Moreover, in TREC 2015 [4] , new contextual aspects were proposed. Additional contextual dimensions are provided by each user for each aspect: namely the duration and season of their trip, the type of trip (holiday, business etc.) and type of group the user is travelling with. Our work directly proposes an accurate modelling of the appropriateness of venues w.r.t. the aspects proposed in TREC 2015.
A few participants in TREC 2015 attempted to explicitly model the contextual appropriateness of the venues. Indeed, as the best performing participant, Aliannejadi et al. [2] proposed a system that learns the user's positive and negative profiles for the venues in the user's preferences, based on the positive and negative comments and categories defined by different LBSNs of the venues. However, they do not explicitly model the user's preferences in terms of aspects of contextual preference. McCreadie et al. [10] is the most similar to our own work in that they also examine the timestamps of photos and comments from an LBSN, but without using such evidence to predict the appropriate dimensions of context for a venue. In contrast, we propose to predict the contextual appropriateness of a venue (Section 3), by leveraging the photos and comments about the venue, as well as the content of the venue's website (Section 4). We later show how this can be used in making better context-aware venue recommendations (Section 6).
Problem statement
We now define the problem of predicting the appropriate contextual dimensions for a venue. Firstly, let V be a set of venues {v 1 , . . . , v n } and A be a set of contextual aspects about which users may express explicit requirements for relevant venue suggestions. In this work, we focus upon three contextual aspects proposed within the TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestions track [4] , namely the Duration and Season of the user's visit, and the Group that the user intends to visit the venue with. Associated with each contextual aspect a ∈ A is a set of dimensions, a = {d a,1 . . . d a,m }. Table 1 describes the dimensions for each of the contextual aspects. Therefore, the problem of predicting the appropriate contextual dimensions for a venue can be defined as follows: for a given venue v i , predict the members of the set D i , where D i is the set of all contextual dimensions that the venue is appropriate for, i.e. D i = {d|d ∈ a, ∀a ∈ A}. Indeed, each venue may be appropriate to multiple dimensions for a given contextual aspect, e.g. for the Season and Duration aspects, a park might be suitable to visit in the Spring or Summer, and only during the day time. We assume that each dimension is independent, e.g. a bar can be open both during the day and at night. Therefore, we formulate our problem as a multi-label classification problem and apply the most widely-used method by considering the prediction of each dimension as an independent binary classification problem, i.e. for a venue v i , each d ∈ D i is identified by a binary classifier h d : v i → {d, ¬d}.
Contextual Aspect Features
In this section, we describe our proposed approach that predicts the dimensions of contextual aspects that are appropriate for each venue. Our approach is based upon the Table 1 . The 10 dimensions of the contextual aspects that we consider in this work. Table 1 .
Categorical and Temporal Features
Intuitively, due to the different activities offered by each venue, different venues generally exhibit different temporal characteristics e.g. a venue such as a bar is more suitable to be visited at night time, while a venue such as a park is more suitable to visit during the day. Such intuitions can be used to extract temporal features for each venue. In LBSNs, users can upload photos taken at a venue they are visiting or write a comment to review the venue they have visited. The timestamps of comments (photos) and the venue's metadata (e.g. venue's categories) can be leveraged to extract discriminative features for each venue, which will be used to train our binary classifiers. In terms of notation, each venue v i has a set of associated comments R i = {r 1 . . . r n }, and photos P i = {p 1 . . . p m }, as well as a set of categories Θ i = {τ 1 . . . τ n } and a website W vi . Both a photo p j and a comment r k are represented as a tuple u, v, t, content , indicating that the photo or comment is generated by user u at venue v at time t, where content represents the actual image of the photo or the text of the comment. The time t (e.g. "2015-02-15 15:45:22") that either the photo or comment was generated is represented as a time-slot, for instance as a specific hour of the day (15:00), a day of the week (Sunday) or a month of the year (February). T S m (t) is a function that returns time-slot w.r.t. the specific time-slot granularity m, e.g. this function can be chosen to produce a time slot for each hour of the day, i.e. T S hour (t) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23}. From now on, the term timestamps is equally applicable to the timestamps of comments or photo, unless otherwise specified. Next, we propose to extract category features and temporal features for the Duration and Season aspects, based on the venue's metadata and the timestamps of photos or comments uploaded by LBSN users.
Category Features (f 1, f 2): Intuitively, venues belonging to a similar category likely share similar contextual appropriateness to each other. f 1 is a feature indicating the category membership of a venue within the 10 top-level Foursquare categories 1 . Similarly f 2 represents the membership of the 147 low-level Foursquare categories.
Temporal Venue-based Feature (f 3): The timing of visits by users to venues differs and can be indicative of its appropriateness to different contexts, e.g. a venue mostly visited at weekend is less likely to be appropriate for a weekday. Figure 1(a) provides an example of the distribution of timestamps of 2 venues over the days of the week, demonstrating that the venues exhibit different temporal characteristics. Hence, for a given venue v i , we calculate the maximum likelihood probability of observing comments (or photos) with a timestamp that is appropriate for a dimension d of a time-
, where R i (P i ) is the set of comments (photos) for venue v i , and AT (.) is a function that returns 1 if timestamp j is appropriate to a given contextual dimension d, 0 otherwise, based on the time descriptions listed in Table 1 .
Temporal Category-based Features (f 4,f 5): f 3 suffers from a sparsity problem -as most venues in our dataset have a small number of comments/photos in the LBSN -thereby hindering the accuracy of a classifier using this feature. To alleviate this problem, we assume that similar venues share similar contextual behaviour, e.g. all ski park venues are more likely to be appropriate to visit in winter rather than in summer, while all beaches are more suitable to visit in summer (this can be seen in Figure 1(b) ). In particular, we calculate the likelihood at the level of a category τ ,
, where P (v i |τ ) is a binary function denoting if venue v i belongs to the given category τ (1 if true, 0 otherwise). Note that we consider as separate features the distribution of top-level (f 4) and low-level (f 5) Foursquare categories.
Term-based Features
Unlike the temporal features described above, we cannot use timestamps to infer the appropriateness of a venue for dimensions of the Group aspect. In this section, we describe our term-based features for the Group aspect that score occurrences of appropriate terms within two sources of evidence, the websites and the comments of venues.
Web-based Term Feature (f 6): Intuitively, if a venue wishes to attract a particular audience, its website will contains terms related to the corresponding dimension(s) of the Group aspect. For instance, a restaurant website that contains "family deals" in its menu section is likely to be appropriate to visit with family. To illustrate this, Figure 2 shows how terms relating to each dimension of the Group aspect occur within two venues that we have identified as suitable for Family and Friends respectively. Indeed, from the figure, it can be seen that the website of a venue suitable for a family group exhibits a higher frequency of terms relating to that dimension than a venue suitable for friends does, and vice versa. Therefore, the occurrence of terms corresponding to each dimension of the Group aspect in a venue's website is likely to be a useful feature for predicting the appropriate Group dimensions of venues. To extract discriminative features for the dimensions of the Group aspect, we collect terms related to each dimension from an external web resource 2 . We then index the websites of venues (extracted from the venue metadata using a standard IR system, and issue to the system a query Q d consisting of a set of terms corresponding to the dimension of context d. Finally, we use the system's retrieval score of each venue's website for each dimension of context as a single feature, P term (v i |d) ∝ score(Q d , W vi ), where Q d is a query consisting of the set of terms related to the given dimension d of the Group aspect, W vi is the website of venue v i and score(.) is a standard retrieval model. Hence, the higher score the more likely the venue is suitable for the dimension of contextual aspect.
Comment-based Term Features (f 7, f 8): These features are defined similarly to f 6, except that the comments for each venue are indexed, instead of the venue's website. However, users may vary in the sentiments they express in their comments about venues they have visited. Ignoring these sentiments may hinder the classification performance. For instance, a venue that contains a negative comment like "I was disappointed that there were no small chairs for children" will obtain a high retrieval score since its comment contains family-related terms, although this venue is likely not appropriate to the Family dimension. To tackle this limitation, we use the SentiStrength [12] sentiment analysis tool, which was developed for short user-generated content such as tweets, to classify all of the comments of the venues into three different classes: positive, negative, and neutral. We then separately index the positive and negative comments for each venue, while ignoring the neutral comments. Features f 7 and f 8 are calculated as for f 6, but for the the positive and negative comments, respectively. Next, we evaluate the accuracy of our proposed contextual dimension classifiers (Section 5). Later, in Section 6, we show that learned ranking approach with contextual features generated from our proposed classifiers can significantly outperform the best TREC participants.
Venue Dimension Classification Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the classifiers through answering two research questions: (RQ1) Can we exploit the distribution of timestamps of photos or comments to predict appropriate contextual aspects for venues for the Duration and Season aspects? (RQ2) Can we leverage the terms occurring in either the venue's website or comments to predict the appropriate dimensions of the Group aspect for venues?
Crowdsourcing Venue Annotations
We use crowdsourcing to obtain ground truth data by asking workers to annotate the dimensions of context suitable to venues. We randomly select 746 venues from the TREC Contextual Suggestion 2015 test collection. We use the CrowdFlower 3 crowdsourcing platform, asking workers to annotate the applicable contextual dimensions for each venue, based upon representative information of each venue extracted from the Foursquare LBSN. In particular, for each venue, the worker views the venue's title, category, an image and two randomly-selected comments, and uses check-boxes to indicate appropriateness for each contextual dimension. Following best practices for crowdsourcing [1] , and to ensure the quality of the obtained ground truth data, we ask three different workers to label each venue, resulting in 2,238 judgements, for a total cost of US$31 4 . The distribution of judgements for each dimension is shown in Figure 3 . The final annotations are derived by choosing the dimensions of context that the maximum number of workers agreed upon, e.g. if 2 workers agree that a venue is suitable to visit in Spring and Summer while 1 worker considers that the venue is suitable to visit in Winter, the final ground truth dimensions for that venue are Spring and Summer.
Experimental Setup
Learning Algorithms. We use the Weka machine learning software [8] for training and predicting contextual dimensions. We explore the effectiveness of our classifiers using 3 classification algorithms: Naive Bayes, J48, and SVM. All classification experiments are conducted using a 10-fold cross-validation on the crowdsourcing dataset. Retrieval Models. To extract the term-based features f 6 − f 8, we index the venues' websites and comments using v4.0 of the Terrier platform 5 and use BM25 for calculating score(., .). While other standard weighting models can be used, initial experiments found that our conclusions are not changed by the choice of weighting models. Evaluation Measure & Baseline. We report the accuracy of our contextual dimension classifiers for each dimension in terms of the F 1 classification measure. As the problem of contextual dimension classification has never been addressed before, and as the nature of our dataset is imbalanced across the class labels of each dimension, we compare our proposed approach with a baseline that classifies each venue as the majority class for each dimension (denoted as Majority), i.e. for all dimensions except weekend, the majority class would be 'appropriate' (see Figure 3 ).
Experimental Results
Firstly, Table 2 reports the accuracy, in term of F 1 , of contextual dimension classification using different classification algorithms learned with all features across the Duration, Season and Group aspects. For brevity, we report mean F 1 across all dimensions Table 2 . F1 accuracy of contextual dimension classification using different classification algorithms. ∆ differences denoted by * exhibit significant decreases (McNemar's test, p < 0.01) compared to Naive Bayes. Table 3 . Classification accuracy in terms of F1, for each source of evidence (comments or photos), for each dimension of the Duration and Season contextual aspects. Majority denotes classification using only the majority class, while All denotes all features. Feature groups from All are ablated. Best performances for each dimension are highlighted in bold. Values denoted by * and ** exhibit significant differences (McNemar's test where p < 0.05 and 0.01 resp.) compared to All features for each source of evidence.
for a given aspect. Recall that our Majority baseline is where all instances in the test set for a given dimension are classified as the majority class. For this table, we use a default experimental setting, which we vary below: we use timestamps from the comments to extract the time-based features (f 4 & f 5). Indeed, Table 2 shows that Naive Bayes significantly outperforms both J48 and SVM in predicting the appropriate dimensions for venues across all aspects. The high effectiveness of Naive Bayes when trained with a small dataset is also supported by the literature, e.g. [3] . Hence, in the remainder of our analysis and experiments, we focus solely upon the Naive Bayes classifier.
Next, Table 3 reports the classification accuracy in terms of F 1 for each dimension of the Duration and Season aspects, for each source of evidence (comments or photos). The top part of the table reports effectiveness when using only the Majority class (our baseline) as well as when all features (f 1-f 5) are used for these aspects (denoted All). On analysing this part of the table, we note firstly that the F 1 scores are markedly higher than the Majority class baseline. Moreover, while effectiveness is slightly higher when using the timestamps of photos for the Duration aspect, the timestamps of comments are overall more effective, providing more valuable evidence for the Season aspect. This fits with our intuition of the mobile-phone based use of the Foursquare LBSN: users are likely to upload photos when they are currently attending the venue. In contrast, comments are often left after the user has visited the venue, perhaps reflecting on a good or bad time he/she had at the venue. This makes the timestamps of comments less useful for accurately predicting the appropriate dimensions of the Duration aspect.
The second part of Table 3 , denoted Ablation, reports F 1 when groups of features are ablated (removed) from All features, with the column ∆ reporting the mean increase or decrease compared to the corresponding classifier using All features. In general, the largest decreases in effectiveness are obtained when the low-level category information f 2 is removed from the features used by the dimension classifiers, showing that detailed knowledge of the venue category can be informative in accurately predicting the appropriate dimensions for venues. Features f 3 (for photos) and f 4 − f 5 (for comments) are also shown to be important, but comparatively less so.
For the Group aspect, Table 4 follows a similar layout to Table 3 . In the top part of the table, we report the F 1 classification effectiveness for All applicable features for this aspect (namely f 1, f 2, f 6, f 7, f 8). Recall that f 6 − f 8 are term-based features, extracted from venue's website, positive comments and negative comments, respectively. In Table 4 , we observe that this contextual aspect represents a more difficult classification problem, where the majority class is comparatively strong (Mean F 1 0.542 over the three dimensions). The results show that, on average, our classifiers are more effective than the majority in predicting the appropriateness of venues for the group aspect.
Next, the second part of Table 4 reports different combinations of features, starting with the categorical features f 1 & f 2 alone, and then adding f 6 − f 8 (each calculated using BM25) in turn. We observe that the F 1 scores for the combination of features are overall higher than for the All features, suggesting that more data would be required to obtain the most effective model. Moreover, among the term-based features f 6−f 8, f 7, which is calculated using the positive comments offers the highest improvement over f 1 & f 2 for the alone dimension. For friend dimension, the textual contents of the website, f 6, offers the largest margin of improvement. Overall, the general trend across all rows in the bottom part of Table 4 is that the textual evidence from the websites is more important than the positive comments (f 7), which is in turn more important than the negative comments (f 8). This surprising result can be explained in that the comments are sparse in comparison with venues' websites. Indeed, the number of tokens indexed from websites and comments index are 17,138,495 and 1,515,640, respectively.
To summarise, our findings for research question RQ1 were that the temporal features -based on the timestamps of the comments and photos for each venue -can be useful for creating accurate classifiers for the Duration and Season aspects (as shown in Table 3 ). For RQ2, we find that textual evidence found on the websites of the venues is the most useful on average for predicting the appropriate dimensions of the Group aspect.
Ranking Contextually Appropriate Venues
In this section, we describe how we improve the effectiveness of a CAVR system using our contextual dimension classifiers trained on temporal features extracted from the timestamps of comments and term-based features extracted from venue websites.
Firstly, we formally describe the venue recommendation scenario of the TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion track [4] in which our evaluation is conducted. Rankings in the Contextual Suggestion track are created in response to a user-context pair, denoted U j , C j (and which can be thought as a "query"). A user's profile consists of a set of venue preferences, denoted as U j = {v i → p i,j , . . .}, where p i,j is the user's preference rating (1 to 5) for venue v i . The context C j contains a number of contextual preferences in terms of the dimensions of interest to this work: C j = {d}. As only one dimension can be expressed for each of the aspects listed in Table 1 ,
Given a set of dimensions preferences C j (e.g. {W eekend, Summer, Alone}) expressed by the user, we now describe how we integrate the outcome of our dimension classifiers into the ranking approach of a CAVR system. Firstly, following recent work in creating personalised venue suggestions [5] , we adopt a learning to rank approach to take into account different sources of evidence when ranking venues, by making use of features about the venue, F(v i ) and features representing how the venue matches the users interests, F(v i , U j ), (e.g. a cosine similarity between the categories of the venue v i and the categories of the venues rated positively in U j ). Moreover, we encompass the expressed contextual preferences as one numerical feature for each aspect, denoting the confidence of classifier that the venue is appropriate for dimension d ∈ C j :
where h d (v i ) is the confidence of the classifier for dimension d that venue v i is appropriate for d. Note that not all user-context pairs express a contextual dimension for each aspect. Hence, when no dimensions of contextual aspect a are present in C j , the classifier confidence for that aspect a is replaced by 0, therefore ∀C j , |F(v i , C j )| = 3 .
Experimental Setup
In the following, we address a final research question: (RQ3) Can our proposed dimension classifiers improve the effectiveness of a state-of-the-art CAVR system? Our experiments make use of the TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion track test collection. As our venue ranking features rely on information about the venue from Foursquare, we only consider venues in the TREC test collection that originated from Foursquare. Our baselines are the two best approaches from TREC 2015, mentioned in Section 2 (namely uogTr [10] , USI [2] ). For a fair comparison, we also remove venues suggested by these TREC participants that did not originate from Foursquare, as well as any users in the test collection who did not explicitly express any contextual preferences (i.e. |C j | = 0). This results in 194 user-context pairs in the collection (down from 211 pairs).
As a basis for our experiments, we use a personalised CAVR system based upon learning to rank -similar to that of Deveaud et al. [5] -building upon the Automatic Feature Selection (AFS) [11] technique that creates a linear learned model. This model is trained on the 60 venue preferences of all users -as these are separate from the test venues, this represents a clear separation between training and test environments. We report the effectiveness using the measures reported in the track overview paper [4] , namely Precision@5 (P@5) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR). For each venue, we calculate a total of 11 venue ranking features, namely 6 venue features (F(v i )): number of check-ins, number of likes, number of comments, number of photos, average Foursquare rating, unique number of users -all obtained from the Foursquare API, 2 user-venue features (F(v i , U j )): cosine similarity between the categories of the venue v i and the categories of the venues rated by the user in his/her profile U j -one feature for positive-rated venues, and one for negative-rated venues, and 3 contextual features (F(v i , C j )): Classifier confidences for the dimensions expressed by the user in C j . Table 5 indicates the sources of evidence considered by each of the systems in terms of user-venue preferences (denoted as User), venue information (Venue), and contextual sources of evidence (Context). The first part of Table 5 shows the effectiveness of the learned model obtained from AFS using all 11 venue ranking features (denoted All), as well as when different feature groups have been ablated. In this table, we observe that the best overall results are achieved by the model trained with All features. Moreover, ablating the contextual features generated by our 10 dimension classifiers causes a decrease in P@5 (-2.45%), showing the importance of these features in an effective ranking model. We also observe the same significant decrease in effectiveness (upto 11%) when venue features are removed, also reported by Deveaud et al. [5] . Table 5 . The effectiveness of learned CAVR using different features, in comparison with the 2 best TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion track systems. The performances denoted * exhibit significant decreases in effectiveness (paired t-test, p < 0.05) compared to the All feature.
Experimental Results
Next, we compare the effectiveness of the learned CAVR models with the two best performing systems in the TREC 2015 Contextual Suggestion track. We find that the AFS model trained with All features outperforms the best TREC 2015 participants, for both P@5 and MRR. Note that without our proposed contextual features (AFS (UV)), our CAVR system would have not significantly outperformed uogTr approach. Indeed, while the uogTr is similar to ours, it does not deployed learned classifiers for identifying contextual appropriateness of venues. Hence, for RQ3, we find that our proposed classifiers can markedly enhance an CAVR system and can significantly outperform the best participating TREC 2015 system in terms of P@5 and MRR.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed classifiers that can predict the appropriateness of venues to contextual dimensions, and showed how they could be successfully integrated into a state-of-the-art CAVR system. Our results showed not only that dimensions can be accurately predicted, but that by considering the new dimensions of context, the quality of venue recommendation can be significantly enhanced. Moreover, we found that textual contents of venue's website is more suitable than comments about the venue on an LBSN for identifying if the venue is suitable to visit under different dimensions of the Group aspect, while the temporal characteristics of venues can be successfully captured using the timestamps of comments or photos. A direction for future research will encapsulate the modelling of dependencies between aspects of contextual dimensions.
